		
		

Next-level workforce
management with
ADAPT Demand
Looking to go beyond old school labour modelling
and move away from time-consuming manual data
crunching?
Want to find a solution that calculates, manages and
analyses data on an unparalleled scale?
Want to analyse different scenarios in minutes and
make the best decisions about your staffing?

ADAPT DEMAND IS FOR YOU.

Leading-edge machine learning analyses
and overlays data to capture accurate
demand details for the months and
even years ahead. It produces bottomup demand and budgets for your entire
estate instantly, saving you time, money
and manpower.

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE:
▶▶ Calculate workforce demand at 15-minute levels

using cutting-edge technology complemented by
local knowledge input

▶▶ Facilitate rapid ‘what if’ analysis and planning
▶▶ Assign duties for optimal productivity with a
revitalised labour model

▶▶ Assemble bottom-up demand for labour budget
planning in minutes

▶▶ Eliminate mismatches between budgets and
schedules

▶▶ Reduce labour costs through breakthrough budgeting
tools

EFFICIENT CLOUD-BASED PLATFORM
ADAPT Demand is an intuitive, cloud-based platform
that boosts labour modelling efficiency.
Multiple team members can work on the same planning
task at once, all activity is captured for easy auditing
and it’s hosted in the cloud avoiding the risk of lost or
hard-to-find files.

PART OF THE
ADAPT SUITE
ADAPT Demand is part of the ADAPT
suite of workforce management tools.
ADAPT Forecast enables highly-accurate
forecasting.
ADAPT Demand can be integrated
with these tools or used
on its own.
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Precision forecasting
with ADAPT Forecast
Still forecasting using spreadsheets, limited data and
hours of team members’ time?
Looking for a solution that will instantly and precisely
analyse labour patterns in the past to predict what
will happen in the future and what staff you’ll need?

ADAPT FORECAST IS FOR YOU.

This sophisticated workforce forecasting
tool powers predictions with expert
precision using the latest AI technology
for unrivalled accuracy. Use ADAPT
Forecast to produce the ideal labour
model and strategically reduce costs.
You’ll get the most out of your talent
alongside sustained business growth.

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE:
▶▶ Using all the data you can conceive, from events,

promotions, local activity and even the weather, to
intelligently forecast

▶▶ Aggregate forecasts for faster and more accurate
analysis

▶▶ Increase workforce capacity, satisfaction,
productivity and performance

▶▶ Identify growth opportunities and elevate customer
satisfaction through accurate planning and analysis

▶▶ Instant access to the information you need to make

the best decisions about your staffing for better cost
savings

NEXT-GENERATION TECHNOLOGY
ADAPT Forecast uses Azure AI machine learning to
process unimaginable amounts of data, within an easyto-use, web-based interface.
Multiple team members can work on the same
forecasting task at once, all activity is captured for
easy auditing and it’s hosted in the cloud avoiding the
risk of lost or hard-to-find files.

PART OF THE
ADAPT SUITE
ADAPT Forecast is part of the ADAPT
suite of workforce management tools.
ADAPT Forecast enables highly-accurate
forecasting.
ADAPT Demand can be integrated
with these tools or used
on its own.
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